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Plant wide condition monitoring

EDITOR’S NOTE

In this issue

In this Issue

Editor’s Notepad
The nicely-organized mechanic’s toolbox on our front
cover is a reminder that a wide assortment of “tools”

		 Features

can be used to support an effective Condition Based

		An Overview of Maintenance

Maintenance program. Of course, these include
permanently installed sensors and instruments with
associated monitoring software. But they also include
quantitative tasks such as recording measurements of
important parameters during a routine plant inspection –
often using portable data logging instruments.
In this issue, we have a variety of articles, including two
case histories about turbocompressors on offshore oil
Gary Swift
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& gas platforms, and one about a large, slow-speed

Editor

to Orbit! To support this

lime kiln at a pulp mill. We have also included a small

Orbit Magazine
gary.swift@ge.com

issue’s theme of plant wide
condition monitoring, I
have replaced my formal
coat-and-tie photo with a
plant photo (I’m recording
the discharge pressure

“back-to-basics” article introducing the fundamentals
of maintenance strategies, and two articles related

Strategies
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Oil Platform Gas Compressor Bearing
		Revitalizing a Successful Skills
Development Project
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postcard from this issue. This is because our feedback
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Integrating Portable Data Collection with System 1* Software

via postal mail has slowly dwindled to a trickle as our

15

Minden Customer Application Center (CAC) Grand Opening

to the application of portable vibration analyzers.
You may notice that we have removed the Reader Service

readers have migrated to increasingly digital/online
communications. We have included our preferred contact

from an HVAC circulating

methods on the back cover, as well as a little “coming

water pump). For a former

attractions” invitation for our next issue. I look forward

submariner and power
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generation engineer, this is
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field
application
engineers
Every year, our global Field
Application Engineers (FAEs) meet
at our headquarters in Minden,
Nevada, USA for continuing
education and training. While they
are here, they learn about our latest
products, and tap into their own
expertise to lead group discussions
on the effective application of our
products and services to meet our
customers’ asset protection and
condition monitoring needs.
Each of these engineers brings many
years of industry experience and
technical background to our Sales
team. In addition to performing
more typical sales-related functions,
they specialize in sharing highly
technical hands-on demonstrations
and training with our customers.
Our FAE team is typical of our
international workforce, with
employees from Australia, Brazil,
Canada, China, Finland, Germany,
India, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Poland,
Qatar, Russia, Singapore, South Korea,
Spain, UK and USA. With such a broad
global presence, it is quite likely that
you already know and recognize
the FAE from your region!
Field Application Engineers take a short photo break from their 2012 session. From left to right:
Standing: Mark Colliflower, Stuart Hereford, Mike Lockas, Jim Lane, Thomas Kafka, Charles Jenkins, Ray Lariviere, Clyde Dooley, Harish
Mistry, Stuart Rochon, Benneng Xiao, Piergiorgio Gasparini, Petri Nohynek, Jorge Romero, Xiyu (Rocco) Zhu, Walter Piotto, Darren Evans,
Mikhail Mescheryakov, Mikhail Dagaev, Gaia Rossi, Mark Snyder, Steve Schickling, Billy Gilkerson, Chris Dremonas, Chris Engdahl, Satoru
Tanabe, Michael Thevanh, Derek Prinsloo, Sudip Das, Raj Arumugam, Min Gi Lee, San Yong Koh, Darell Feldmiller, Richard Nowicki.
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Kneeling: Charlie Bouley, Dave Taylor, Kian Tai Koh, Hans Kooijman, Mahesh Jadhav,
Walid El-Said, Guillermo Perez, Myung-Sung Kang. Not Shown: Lance Baker, Larry
Covino, Jose Garcia, John Kingham, Don Silcock (FAE Leader),

Copyright © 2012 General Electric
Company. All rights reserved.
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The Norwegian
University of
Science and
Technology was
founded in 1910
as an evolution
of the original
Norwegian
Institute of
Technology (NTH),
in Trondheim.
For more than a
hundred years,
NTNU has been
widely recognized
for academic,
scientific and
industrial
achievement,
and its significant
contributions
to Norway’s
economic
growth. As
the country’s
second-largest
university, NTNU
is home to 20,000
students at seven
different facilities.

ge-ntnu
education
partnership
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• Part 3 dives deeply into machinery

gas turbines, turbo compressors

diagnostics and rotor dynamics,

- Mechanical Engineering/Hydro

and hydraulic machinery. These

as well as laboratory testing of the

Power, Energy & Process Techniques

are all 9th semester subjects.

university’s wet gas compressor

and Marine Technology. Based on

facility. This part will be available for

feedback from the students and

selected number of students who

their professors, the first offering

will also complete a comprehensive

of Part 1 was a great success.

• Case Analysis: These are related
to the rotor dynamic kit and the
wet gas compressor test rig. These
subjects accommodate Project
and Master Thesis candidates.
• Gas Turbines and Compressors -

Machinery Protection System, RK 4

voluntary support from GE. Part

Rotor Kit and System 1* Condition

3 training will continue to be

their doctoral coursework.

Monitoring and Diagnostics Software

comprised of GE’s Machinery

Platform to NTNU for use in the

Diagnostic Seminar. We hope that

enhanced rotor dynamic training

this collaboration will increase the

and academic research. Also,

number of Masters Students leaving

we have stepped in to facilitate

the University with excellent skills

the first presentation of the “Part

in rotor dynamics. This will not only

1” session described above.

benefit our industry – which needs

Machinery module. These sessions
focus on the following topics:

For several years, GE’s Bently Nevada
personnel in Norway and Professor
Lars E. Bakken, of the NTNU Energy
and Process Technology department,
have considered various ways to
effectively collaborate with the
University. Our goal is to enhance
the school’s ability to educate
students in advanced machinery
diagnostic and rotor dynamic
analysis, using the Bently Nevada
methodology. Professor Bakken has
been a driving force within NTNU to
make this shared vision a reality.

Professor Bakken is developing
a more comprehensive syllabus

The Program

that includes both theoretical and

The university now includes

practical aspects of rotor dynamics.

additional “rotor dynamic sessions”

His ongoing collaboration with the

as modules within the existing

Bently Nevada team has enabled the

turbo machinery curriculum.

delivery of state of the art training

Each module will accommodate

for students and also for advisors

a 10 to 15 hour theoretical and

who are involved in turbo machinery

experimental part. Relevant

and condition monitoring education.

subjects are summarized here:

Based on the university’s wet gas
compressor test rig, Professor

• Turbo Machinery: This is an

Bakken and his advisors will

8th semester subject, for

introduce new technology challenges

students completing their
fourth year at the university.
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• Part 2 expands on the basics

well-trained new engineers - but will
The initial presentation of Part 1

also raise awareness of the effective

was conducted in March, 2012.

technology that is available from

The teaching was performed by

the Bently Nevada* Asset Condition

Åge Forland and was supported by

Monitoring product line.

Marthe Aalvik, both of whom are

by introducing concepts of data

Bently Nevada Machinery Diagnostic

capture, signal processing, and

Services (MDS) Engineers in Norway.

machine failure mode analysis.

The first session (Figure 1) was
attended by 46 Norwegian and
international students from three

*denotes a trademark of Bently Nevada,
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
General Electric Company.

»

up for the three-session Turbo

basics of vibration analysis.

and rotor dynamic response.

facilitation of Parts 1 and 2 of the

PhD candidates as part of

rotor dynamics, including the

process engineering department,

University staff will take over

This subject accommodates

of machinery diagnostics and

related to wet gas compression

GE’s Contribution

Ongoing Commitment

new curriculum, with ongoing

• Part 1 introduces the fundamentals

Within the mechanical and

Training course in Bergen.

GE has donated a 3500 Series

4th year at the university can sign

The Vision

GE 5 day Machinery Diagnostic

Advanced Monitoring and Analysis:

Students who are completing their
Figure 1: MDS Engineers,
Åge Forland (left) and Marthe
Aalvik (right) demonstrate basic
vibration analysis concepts as
part of the “Part 1” session.

different institutes at the university

• Thermal Turbo Machinery: Includes

Copyright © 2012 General Electric
Company. All rights reserved.

I greatly appreciate the effort that our local GE team has put into helping us improve the
curriculum of NTNU. GE’s advanced monitoring system and measurement techniques
have significantly increased the quality of our rotor dynamics education research
capabilities and have prepared the students for industrial challenges.

— prof. lars e. bakken
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integrating portable data
collection with system 1* software

• User-designed exception
and alarm reports
• Statistical alarm creation
and adjustment

Software Integration
Until now, Ascent software was used
in a stand-alone mode with the

Billy Gilkerson
Bently Nevada Field Application
Engineer

In the January 2012 issue of Orbit, Product Manager
Don Marshall anticipated that we would be integrating
our Ascent* software with the System 1* Condition
Monitoring and Diagnostics Software Platform this
year. The first phase of this integration has been
accomplished, and we can now accommodate the
Bently Nevada* SCOUT family of portable vibration
analyzers with our established System 1 software.

billy.gilkerson@ge.com
With this software integration, condition monitoring can now be
managed in one place for all equipment – ranging from assets that
are monitored periodically, to those which are monitored continuously.
Plant wide asset health can thus be tracked with System 1 software
and if necessary, more detailed analysis & report generation can be
conducted with Ascent software for machinery that is monitored
with SCOUT instruments. Context sensitive launch capability makes
Ryan Roaldson
Bently Nevada Application Engineer

it easy to move from the System 1 hierarchy where the problem
asset was identified to Ascent software for deeper diagnostics.

ryan.roaldson@ge.com

SCOUT instruments that it supported.
Now it is possible to import the
Ascent database folders, collected
overall data, and asset status into
System 1 software. Once there, it
can be correlated with all of the
other information that is available in
the System 1 Enterprise. If a System

Figure 1: Ascent software left vertical menu. This generic example is shown

1 alarm is generated for an asset

for illustration. Normally, you would want to name your measurement points

linked to an Ascent database, it is

more descriptively than just “Point 3.” For example, you might call it “Motor DE

easy to open Ascent software from

(Drive End) Bearing.”

the specific System 1 measurement
point, group or alarm event. Ascent
software opens to the identical
location in its folder hierarchy,

into Ascent software and

providing a seamless transition

automatically synchronize this

between the two software packages.

data with the System 1 platform.
Note: Overall data is transferred

Collecting and Storing
Portable Data
This list summarizes the

Ascent Software Summary

10816 and Technical Associates

recommended process for collecting

When purchased as a kit, all SCOUT

Proven Method 4th addition.

data via your SCOUT100 or 140

instruments include Ascent software.
This software package was developed
to effectively accommodate the
requirements of a plant wide
condition monitoring program for a
wide variety of assets. A few of the
major capabilities are listed here:
• Enables configuration based on
respected standards, such as ISO

portable analyzer and storing it in
• CBDb – Commtest*

• Library of more than 300
customizable parameter sets
• Trend, Spectrum, Time Waveform,
Orbit, and Bode plots
• Waveform analysis tools
for diagnostics
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Ascent and System 1 software:

Bearing Database with
over 30,000 bearings

• Import the collected data

• Create the folder structure for
your data in Ascent software.
• Synchronize your Ascent

to the System 1 platform, while
spectrum and waveform data
is available for deeper analysis
in the Ascent software.
• Check the data that you
have imported.
Creating the folder structure in
Ascent software and establishing
automatic synchronization with your
System 1 enterprise only needs to
be done once. From then on, every

Available Ascent Features
The first five icons in the left vertical
menu are available for use with
System 1 software. These menu
options are listed here (Figure 1):
1	
Folder = Group in
System 1 software
2	Machine = Machine in
System 1 software
3	Point = Bearing in
System 1 software
4	Measurement Location =
Group in System 1 software
5	Schedule Entry = Transducer

folder structure with the

time you upload newly-collected

in System 1 software.

System 1 platform.

data to your Ascent installation, it

This is where the overall

will automatically be transferred

values come from.

• Collect data using your
SCOUT100 or 140 device.

to your System 1 platform.

Ju l . 2 012 • N o.3 • Vol.32 OR BIT 
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Automatic Data
Synchronization with
System 1 Software

waveform are transferred for the

hierarchy, right-click and select

following measurement parameters:

Show In Ascent from the System

You can select Ascent settings so

• Velocity

that any new data uploaded from

• Displacement

SCOUT100/140 to Ascent will be

• Demodulation

automatically synchronized with the

• Process Measurements

Figure 4 illustrates that if any

associated System 1 platform, using

(Current, Voltage, etc.)

of the monitored values for a

the Auto Synchronize command
from the System 1 menu (Figure 2).

Data Transferred with
Folder Structure
When you send your Ascent folder

1 shortcut menu (Figure 3).

• Acceleration

Viewing Ascent Alarm Status
in System 1 Software

Note: Overall values are “static”
data derived from waveform or
spectrum data. They represent
the energy levels of the vibration
signals that are collected as
spectrum and waveform samples.

structure into your System 1
platform, associated values and

Context Sensitive Launch

measurements are transferred.

To view Ascent data for a

Overall values for the spectrum and

selected point in the System 1

Figure 2: Select Auto Synchronize Data
with System 1 to establish automatic
synchronization.
Note: It is also possible to manually
synchronize Ascent & System 1 software,
if you do not want this to happen
automatically for some reason.

measurement are alarming in
the Ascent software (shown in
left pane), the corresponding
measurement will display the
appropriate severity alarm in System
1 software (shown in right pane).
*denotes a trademark of Bently Nevada,
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
General Electric Company.

Figure 3: System 1 Display hierarchy is
shown in the left screen. When Ascent
software is launched, it immediately opens
to display the corresponding measurement
(right).

Copyright © 2012 General Electric
Company. All rights reserved.

I am excited

It has been impressive

to see the basic integration of the

to see how quickly the Bently

System 1 and Ascent software

Nevada and Commtest teams

products. I think this leverages the

have been able to bring their

strengths of both systems

product lines together following the

and I am looking forward to

acquisition in late 2011. This light

future integration.

integration will enable our users

—billy gilkerson

to leverage the core strengths of

Figure 4: In this example, 1 of the 7
spectral bands in Ascent software has
reached its alarm setpoint (Fundamental
Bearing Defect Frequencies). This alarm
status is shown for the monitored asset in
the System 1 hierarchy.

»

both teams. —ryan roaldson
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GE Energy’s
Measurement
and Control
organization
launched the
first of nine
new global
Customer
Application
Centers. Our
first center
is in Minden,
Nevada,
USA, at the
headquarters
of the Bently
Nevada* Asset
Condition
Monitoring
product line.

Bently Nevada General Manager, Art Eunson (left) and Measurement and Control President & CEO,
Brian Palmer (right) share ribbon-cutting duties.
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minden customer
application center
grand opening
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as part of the celebration, General Manager

In addition to the product displays and interactive

Art Eunson and visiting customers highlighted our

multimedia presentation screens, the Minden CAC

accomplishments realized through years of partnership.

architecture also incorporates our new Remote Monitoring

Afterwards, GE employees took the chance to tour the

Center (RMC) and Technical Support (TechSupport)

new facility and see the variety of Bently Nevada products

facilities. We will have a lot more to say about our RMC

that are on display. Most of these examples represent

and TechSupport capabilities in future Orbit issues!

our very latest portfolio, but a few classic workhorses are
also on hand. These include full rack-based protection

For more information on GE’s Measurement and Control

and condition monitoring systems, as well as portable

portfolio, visit us online: http://www.ge-mcs.com/

instruments, test kits, sensors, and various accessories:
In addition to the hands-on demonstrations of
Bently Nevada products, visitors experienced other

*denotes a trademark of Bently Nevada, Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary of General Electric Company.
Copyright © 2012 General Electric Company. All rights reserved.

examples from the full GE Measurement and Control
product portfolio through interactive interfaces and
multi-media presentations. As the remaining eight
Top: Visitors enjoy hands-on
product demonstrations

CACs are completed throughout 2012, they will each

Left: Diagnostic engineers in
our RMC facility monitor our
customers’ most important assets.

appropriate for their geographic location, as well

Right: Our TechSupport team
provides expert product support
for our customers.

feature an emphasis on specific industries that are
as including digital and physical examples of the
entire Measurement and Control product family.
All of the CACs will also be used to facilitate training,
demonstrations and customization to address our
customers’ critical needs with our innovative solutions.
If you happen to be at any of these locations, we
invite you to ask about the local GE CAC, and come

Giving customers the opportunity
to experience our solutions first hand,
either through hands on demonstrations or
the variety of multi-media tools available
in the new application center, is very
rewarding. The new CAC is a powerful
tool for us to move the value proposition
of our portfolio from paper proposals and
presentations to real life scenarios.

— art eunson,
bently nevada general manager

for a visit as soon as the new facilities are open!
• Campinas, Brazil
• Florence, Italy
• Houston (Deer Park), Texas, USA
— Very informal, hands-on center.
Wear dirty work boots!
• Houston (West Way), Texas, USA
— GE Energy Experience Center. Business
attire is OK!
• Manama, Bahrain
• Minden, Nevada, USA
—P
 hysical exhibits focus on Bently Nevada
product line
• Moscow, Russia
— GE Energy Experience Center

I would especially like to thank
the Tech Support team for their extended
efforts in setting up all of the product
demonstrations, and implementing the
instrument communication process between
the transducers and the software. Our grand
opening would not have been possible
without their expertise and assistance!

— toni compston-wells,
global customer application
center manager

• Seoul, South Korea
— GE Energy Experience Center
 O R B IT Vo l.32 • N o.3 • J ul . 2012

• Shanghai, China
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noise and vibration
measurement system pty ltd.
(nvms) business relationship

»

In order to seamlessly integrate the

Silcock came to GE in 2002 with the

sectors including Oil & Gas, Power,

NVMS and any associated service

acquisition of the Bently Nevada

Mining and Refining. For more

with Noise and Vibration Measurement Systems Pty

alliance partnerships within GE’s

business as the Southeast Asia Sales

information on NVMS check this link:

Australia Measurement & Control

and Services Manager. Since joining

Ltd. (NVMS) to enhance the Bently Nevada* product and

New Zealand (ANZ) operations, Don

GE, he has held a number of senior

services offerings in the Australian marketplace.

Silcock has accepted the assignment

sales-related roles in Asia including

of Integration Leader, in addition

Global Projects team leader and Field

to his current responsibilities on

Application Engineering (FAE) team

the Bently Nevada Global Sales

leader. He was also based in China for

team. This assignment enhances an

two years where he led the local OEM

exciting new business opportunity

re-engagement and FAE initiatives.

On January 1, 2012 GE formed a business relationship

for both organizations by leveraging
his deep company, industry,

About NVMS

domain and product knowledge.

NVMS was founded in Perth, Western
Australia in 1989 and has 23 years

http://www.nvms.com.
au/about-us.shtml
On behalf of GE, we welcome the new
relationship with NVMS and thank
Don Silcock for his diligence and
commitment to this assignment.
*denotes a trademark of Bently Nevada,
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
General Electric Company.
Copyright © 2012 General Electric
Company. All rights reserved.

of experience providing solutions to
their clients in a range of industrial

Australia is currently experiencing a once in a generation wave of LNG megaprojects and the Bently Nevada team is uniquely positioned to support these
new plants with our System 1* asset management platform and extensive
supporting services. The new relationship with NVMS further enhances our
local capabilities in the region and is designed to ensure that we can continue
to support our loyal and long-term customers in the country at the same time
as we assist the new LNG complexes reach full production. — don silcock
The Sydney Opera House is
known around the world
as a symbol of Australia
 O R B IT Vo l.32 • N o.3 • J ul . 2012
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an overview of
Maintenance Strategies

1

Reactive Maintenance (RM) – This type of
maintenance is performed after a failure or

after an obvious, unforeseen threat of immediate
failure. In reactive maintenance, assets are operated
in a run-to-failure (RTF) mode, and daily maintenance
activities are driven by unforeseen problems from
assets breaking down without detection of the
impending failure. This is an appropriate strategy for
assets that have very low to no consequence of failure.
EXAMPLE: Replace oil heater element when it fails.

2

Failure Analysis (RCFA), quantitative PM’s, results of PdM
routines, CM systems, technician feedback and operations
input. This proactive strategy includes supporting
practice such as precision installation of bearings
and alignments of machine shafts. EXAMPLE: Based
upon RCFA and technician feedback, rewrite oil heater
operating procedures to eliminate element burnout,
perform PM Optimization to reduce intrusive inspections
that have been determined to lead to early heating
element failures and increase data sampling of element
condition to provide early warning so maintenance can
be planned a minimum of two weeks in advance.

Preventive Maintenance (PM) – These

Condition Monitoring (CM) is simply the process of

maintenance tasks are conducted at regular,

recording measurements that define asset condition

scheduled intervals based on average statistical/

without disrupting its normal operation. Measured

anticipated lifetime to avoid failure. This strategy

parameters include vibration, lubricant properties,

may be effective for assets where the most probable

electrical characteristics, thermal gradients,

failure pattern is “wear out”. Typical tasks include

thermodynamic performance, etc. Measured values

inspection, service and/or replacement of components.

are compared with established limits in order to initiate

Scheduling intervals may be based on calendar

notification that further evaluation may be required.

periods or on actual operating time for the asset in

CM is used to enable both PdM and PCM strategies.

question. Example: Rebuild oil heater and replace
elements after every 8000 operating hours.

One of the main differences between PdM and PCM
strategies is that Root Cause Failure Analysis (RCFA) is used

3

Predictive Maintenance (PdM) – This

to make continuous improvements in a PCM program. In

maintenance is performed based on the

PdM, condition monitoring information gives us warning

actual asset condition (objective evidence of

of an impending failure, allowing us to plan ahead to

need) obtained from in-situ, non-invasive tests

procure repair parts; schedule a required outage, etc.

and operating and condition measurements. It is

But if we never address the root cause of the failure, we

also called Condition Based Maintenance (CBM).

may end up repeating the same failure cycle over and

EXAMPLE: Repair or replace oil heater element based

over. RCFA allows us to identify the fundamental cause(s)

upon changes to its as measured condition.

that, if corrected, will prevent recurrence of an event
or adverse condition. By actually IMPLEMENTING the

Asset condition monitoring is a key contributor to an effective maintenance program. This brief “back-to-basics” sidebar
is a refresher in some of the fundamental terms and concepts. —Editor (with contributions by Larry Covino)
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4

Proactive Centered Maintenance (PCM) –

findings of RCFA, we can break the cycle and improve

This is a program of continuous maintenance

the reliability and availability of the affected assets.

optimization based on feedback from Root Cause

Ju l . 2 012 • N o.3 • Vol.32 OR BIT 
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and systems of interest. Based on the results of these
evaluations, appropriate mitigation strategies can
be implemented. These include the four Maintenance
Strategies listed above, as well as additional measures
such as engineered design changes, enhanced technician
skills training, and effective administrative processes.
Reliability Centered
Maintenance (RCM):
A systematic, disciplined
process to ensure safety and
mission compliance that
defines system boundaries and
identifies system functions,
functional failures, and likely
failure modes for equipment
and structures in a specific
operating context. RCM
develops a logical identification
of the causes and effects
(consequences) of system and
functional failures to arrive at
an efficient and effective asset
management strategy to reduce
the probability of failure. RCM is
a rigorous and time-consuming
process, and is typically only
applied at a system level to the
assets that are highly critical and critical to the business.
Failure Modes & Effects Analysis (FMEA): A
methodology for identifying the functions of an asset,
ways it can fail to perform those functions, the causes
of those failures, and the methods for detecting or
mitigating those failures. FMEA is applied at the asset
level and as such is a simpler and less time-consuming
process than RCM. It is typically used to evaluate
assets that have critical to mid-level criticality.

The P-F Curves illustrate progression of multiple failure
modes on one machine–from Potential Failure Initiation (P),
to Functional Failure (F)

the most common failure modes for a specific
asset class – or if possible, sub-class.

P-F Interval (Failure Cycle)
When establishing effective monitoring strategies for an

P1

asset or system, it is important to consider the time that

Failure Mode #1

it takes for an identified failure mode to progress from its
first possible detection to functional failure of the asset
or system. Example: For typical
wear out of a rolling element
bearing, the deteriorating

Condition

evaluate possible failure modes and effects for assets

industry-accepted best practices for addressing

F1

bearing condition can often
be detected for a few months
until the bearing finally fails.

Time

With such a long failure cycle, it
may be appropriate to monitor
the bearing by taking monthly

P2

vibration measurements.

Failure Mode #2
Figure 1 shows that the
P-F interval is the interval
between the occurrence of
a potential failure (P) and the

Condition

The methodologies listed here are commonly used to

PM Templates: A collection of OEM and

F2

decay into a functional failure
(F). Time (on the x-axis) can
be measured in seconds,

Time

minutes, days, months or years.

P3

There may be many different
failure modes for an asset
and hence many failure cycles which demand
different strategies to address effectively.
Note: Functional failure simply means that the system is no longer capable
of performing its intended function. For example, a pump that is required
to produce 100 gpm flow at 200 psi discharge pressure is considered
to have functionally failed if it can only produce 90 gpm at 200 psi.

Condition

Asset & System Evaluation

FEATURES

Failure Mode #3

F3

Today, the top performers in industry are deploying
more effective maintenance strategies, supported by
technologies, resources and sound procedures to keep

Time

their assets performing high on the P-F curve.
Copyright © 2012 General Electric Company. All rights reserved.
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As demonstrated in this project, the pairing of GE’s

detecting high
radial loading on
an oil platform
gas compressor
bearing
Don Doan
Principal Engineer
Don.Doan@ge.com

Bently Nevada* System 1* Decision Support mechanical
health rules with GE Intelligent Platform’s Proficy**
SmartSignal apparent cause rules engine has been
shown to improve the efficiency of rotating equipment
engineers in management of rotating turbomachinery.
The purpose of the project – integration of

this term is also applied to the bearing radial

the System 1 and SmartSignal software

loading conditions that exist at any time, even

solutions – is to provide earlier detection

though these conditions may be quite different

of changes in machine behavior, and

from the actual preload that originally existed.

improved diagnostics of these changes in
highly critical machines. Initially, the focus

In a previous Orbit article (Reference 1), we

was on critical turbomachinery with journal

explained that the SmartSignal apparent cause

bearings, as these have the highest ROI with

rules engine localizes changes in the behavior

online management. Including vibration and

of rotors in journal bearings, whereas the

process data from a System 1 platform into

System 1 software analyzes static and dynamic

SmartSignal models creates a more robust

(waveform) vibration and process data with

optimization and diagnostic solution.

RulePaks to validate the early detection of
changes identified by the SmartSignal software.

The first test was to apply the SmartSignal
apparent cause engine (modified with

The application of System 1’s First Principles-

Chris Schreiner

supplemental vibration and process data

based expert-system algorithms to the

Lead Test Engineer

from System 1) to an oil platform centrifugal

SmartSignal Advanced Pattern Recognition

Chris.Schreiner@ge.com

gas compressor. This test was able to provide

(APR) technology is only possible through the

early detection and diagnosis of High Bearing

close and strong collaboration of GE’s System 1

Devang Gandhi

“Preload” and “Possible Misalignment” between

and SmartSignal engineers. The Bently Nevada

Lead Research Engineer

a gas turbine and the centrifugal compressor.

understanding of machine rotor dynamic

Devang.Gandhi@ge.com

Details of this case study are described below.

behavior, combined with the SmartSignal
APR technology on a broad range of rotating

Note: Bearing “Preload” refers to any

equipment, is bringing the power generation

unidirectional force that acts on the rotor within

and oil & gas industries into a realm of detection

a bearing or seal clearance boundary. This can

and diagnostics that has never before been

include pre-existing misalignment forces based

available. When combined, SmartSignal and

on bearing or seal installation and alignment

System 1 software provide both the “foresight”

processes. However, during normal operation,

into changing conditions and the “insight”
into what those changes actually mean.
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The Machine Train

Figure 1: The centrifugal gas compressor is directly coupled to a heavy duty gas turbine that normally operates between 6800 and
9500 rpm. Gas flow is controlled by a combination of variable speed and process throttle valves. The compressor seal and control
system were included in the Proficy SmartSignal solution, but are not the focus of this discussion.

Figure 3: This diagram shows how calculated values from Proficy
SmartSignal software (“Calculations EVM Page” input in the upper
left) are combined with process data (“From Historian” at the lower
left) to build into the five Diagnostic Advisories on the right.

Modeling
As a first step in the modeling of the compressor normal
behavior, we developed the following calculations in the
Proficy SmartSignal Shield solution. These calculations
include static and dynamic (waveform) vibration
parameters and process data from System 1 software.

• Major (longest) and Minor (shortest)
Axis of the measured 1X orbit.

• Phase Unwrap: the continuous phase calculation
that eliminates the jump between 0 and 360 degrees,
which has detrimental impact to modeling.
• 1X Compensated Amplitude and Phase: the
vector difference of the slow roll 1X vector to the
Figure 2: Proficy SmartSignal calculations for rotor dynamics.
o.3 • JAul
  O R B I T Vo l.32 • N o.2
pr.. 2012
2012

running speed 1X vector from the vertical and
horizontal rotor relative displacement probes.

• Forward and Reverse 1X Vectors: mathematicallyderived values obtained by combining the 1X vectors
of the vertical and horizontal displacement probes.
• Orbit Precession: forward precession is in
the same direction as shaft rotation. Reverse
precession is in the opposite direction.
Ju l . 2 012 • N o.3 • Vol.32 OR BIT 
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• Orbit Shape: an enumerated value that

FEATURES

Figure 3 is a continuation of Figure 2. It shows the

represents circular, elliptical, highly elliptical,

relationships for the modeled calculations and actual

planar, and undefined shapes.

parameters for use in the five separate Diagnostic

• Ellipticity Ratio: a calculated value from 0 to 1
that represents how elliptical the orbit shape is (0
is a perfect circle shape, and 1 is a straight line).
Most orbits are moderately elliptical, so this value
usually falls somewhere between 0 and 1.
• High Synchronous Ratio: a calculated value
that represents the maximum 1X amplitude
from the vertical or horizontal probe, to the
maximum allowable 1X amplitude.
• Bearing Metal Temperature: primary and backup
(if available) temperature used to measure the
temperature of the bearing babbitt in order to validate
the severity of the preload within the bearing clearance.

Advisories for SmartSignal monitoring. The lists
of Diagnostic Advisories (in the right column) and
the model outputs (on the left side of the graph)
are used in evaluation by the diagnostics.

Project Details
For any journal bearing, the primary indication of High
Bearing Radial Preload is the presence of two factors:
• Increased 1X Orbit Ellipticity Ratio
• High Bearing Metal Temperatures
These parameters and calculations are modeled in
the SmartSignal software. The parameters include
not only the System 1 vibration inputs, but also
independent parameters such as machine speed,

Using the above basic indicators, we developed

load, and ambient temperatures, as well as the

five specific early-warning Diagnostic Advisories

dependent bearing parameters and calculations.

to cover the most common problems encountered
with the mechanical health of the machine:
1. Radial Preload
2.	High Synchronous (1X) Vibration
3. Misalignment and Possible Misalignment
4. Bowed Rotor
5. Sub-synchronous Rub
Then we validated the models. Part of the validation was
a test of the calculations in the SmartSignal environment.
In Figure 2, System 1 historical vibration parameters are
inputs to the extended vibration monitoring processor
for the SmartSignal software. Here the parameter
data is separated into different operating regimes,
and is used to create a model of the operational
machine. Parameter values from the modeled system
are compared with live current values measured
on the machine. Any differences are used as inputs
into the coded diagnostic analytic functions.

The system uses a historical-based modeling solution,
with the ability to model not only the normal equipment
static parameters (pressures, temperatures, speed,
etc.), but also the static parameters available from
a 3500 system or System 1 software (1X vibration
amplitude & phase, 2X amplitude & phase, etc.). The
SmartSignal solution is able to “normalize” all of the

Figure 4: Advisory view for Proficy SmartSignal Shield software.

Project Results

From this SmartSignal Shield Diagnostic Advisory

The unit studied for this project had just come out of a

view, double-clicking on the Advisory displays the

hot gas path inspection on the combustion turbine and

contributing parameters that caused these advisories

a major inspection of the gas compressor. On restart,

to be generated (Figure 5). In this screen, all of the

the preload on the compressor Drive End (DE) bearing

parameters that are part of the diagnostic pattern

had increased such that the ellipticity ratio jumped from

are listed in a hierarchy, along with the complete rotor

~0.3 to ~ 0.8. An ellipticity ratio of zero represents a

parameters in the model. In addition, any other asset or

purely circular rotor precession (shown as a circular orbit

equipment group can be analyzed at the same time.

plot) while a ratio of one represents purely planar rotor
movement (producing an orbit shaped like a straight line).

Figure 5 shows the charts that accompany the

early detection of impending equipment degradation.

Note: The Non Drive End (NDE) bearing also indicated increased radial
preload, but we are focusing on the DE bearing for this article.

“Priority 4 High Radial Preload On Case 1 NDE Bearing”

The High Bearing Preload calculation uses

Figure 4 depicts a SmartSignal Shield Diagnostic Advisory

cohesively bounded parameters in the

for High Radial Preload for the compressor rotor and gives

SmartSignal modeling engine to detect a change

a list of the contributing tags to the Diagnostic Advisory. In

in preload after a shutdown, outage, or trip.

this case, the Advisory includes the following parameters:

sensor behavior in one interrelated model and provide

• Compressor Drive End Bearing Vertical
Because the rotor vibration vectors are modeled, a
change in behavior is no longer bounded by maintaining
software alarm levels. Instead, the model’s historical
behavior drives the need to investigate a normalized
change in behavior. Such a change in behavior was
displayed by the monitored compressor, based on its
unique past maintenance and operational history.

1X Phase [unwrapped] (Low)
• Compressor Drive End Bearing
Vertical 1X Amplitude (Low)
• Compressor Drive End Bearing Horizontal
1X Phase [unwrapped] (Low)

Diagnostic Advisory. The primary indicators for
the bearing preload are: vertical 1X amplitude and
unwrapped phase, horizontal 1X unwrapped phase
and 1X orbit ellipticity ratio. The patterns developed
by GE’s Bently Nevada and Intelligent Platforms
teams form the logic required to deliver an apparent
cause of “High Preload” on the drive end bearing.
With higher than normal radial loading, the bearing
life could be reduced, and with perturbations
to the equipment, the bearing hydrodynamic
film layer could be challenged, allowing the
bearing metal to heat up and eventually fail.

• Compressor Drive End Bearing 1X orbit
Ellipticity Ratio (Actual Value High)
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Figure 6: This trend plot shows that the actual value for ellipticity of vibration at the gas compressor DE bearing is greater than the
model-estimated threshold.

Figure 5: Trend plots for the parameters that resulted in the High Bearing Radial Preload advisory on the gas compressor. From top to
bottom, these plots show: Parent Tag (the power and speed that are used to determine the operational state of the compressor), Vertical
1X Phase, Vertical 1X Amplitude, Horizontal 1X Phase and 1X Orbit Ellipticity Ratio.

Figure 7: This table shows values of ellipticity ratio for the compressor DE bearing (BRG_1). The estimate for the ellipticity is 0.74 (based
on historical data), and the actual ellipticity ratio is 0.91, a 0.17 move away from circular orbit, indicating a Higher Radial Preload for the
area that is indicated by the annotations in Figure 6.

One of the primary indications of High Bearing Radial

6, the ellipticity ratio is outside the estimated threshold

System 1 Analysis

The trend data in Figure 8 show the same behavior as

Preload is the ellipticity ratio. The ellipticity ratio is the

by ~0.17. For this bearing, the ratio is typically ~0.74. Now

In Figures 7 through 10, System 1 data is used to

was identified in the SmartSignal data. To determine

difference between the amplitudes of the major and minor

it is 0.91, indicating a possibly significant change on this

determine the consequence to the plant of the detected

if this is normal behavior, more historical data is

axes of the 1X vibration orbit, divided by the amplitude of

bearing loading – which requires additional evaluation.

preload on the rotor system. System 1 analysis helps

required to “normalize” the data and determine if

to determine if turnaround maintenance is required or

this is actually a change in behavior. Based on OEM

one (a straight line). This gives us the understanding of the

This foresight – understanding that the Radial Preload

if the impact of the radial loading on the rotor is small

documentation for this compressor class, analysis

shape of the orbit for modeling and Diagnostic Advisories.

on the bearing has increased beyond historical opera-

enough so that no immediate actions are required.

of the data trend and software alarms shows that

the major axis. It can range from zero (a perfect circle) to

tion – triggers additional real-time dynamic data analysis
The ellipticity ratio is an input to both the High Radial

using GE’s Bently Nevada analytical tools such as System 1

Preload and the Misalignment Advisories. In Figures 5 and

software to provide insight into the details of the situation.
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Figure 11: Forward
and reverse spectral
data from System 1
software. This data
is typical, indicating
that there was no
apparent damage
of the compressor
journal bearing.

In Figure 9, the 1X-filtered orbit from
before the outage shows a very
circular shape that indicates no
excessive radial loading was present.
Such a perfectly circular orbit is a
bit unusual, but the amplitude is
small, so it indicates that the bearing
is in good health (Reference 2).
Following a major inspection of the
compressor, a change in the radial
preload of the bearing was observed
(Figure 10). This is an indication
that something happened during
the outage to change the load on
the bearing. Typically, this might
Figure 8: System 1 trend data for the DE Bearing. The upper plot shows the measured
phase angle of 1X-filtered vibration at the VE -2400002 DE Bearing, and the lower plot
shows the vibration amplitude in mils peak-to-peak of displacement. This data comes
from the probe that is installed 45 degrees left of the vertical reference point for the
compressor bearings.

come from machine alignment or
bearing adjustments that were made
during the maintenance activities.
With the observed vibration level
and symptoms of elevated radial
preload, there is indication that the
preload has changed and should

into the bearing alignment procedure

time is used to determine the cause

SmartSignal software continues to

be investigated through inspection

in the next regularly scheduled

and the consequence of the change,

provide very early detection and

during the next turndown. However,

rotor bearing maintenance cycle.

rather than searching through an

facilitates improved diagnostics of

overwhelming collection of data to

changes in highly critical equipment.

look for a change in the first place.

Although this first test was performed

the levels of preload and vibration
were small enough that they did not

This case study demonstrates the

require interruption of the equip-

power of the SmartSignal empirical

ment until a planned turnaround.

modeling engine. Determining
whether the radial preload has

Figure 9: Gas Compressor DE Bearing
1X-filtered orbit from System 1 shows a
very low ellipticity ratio, which indicates no
excessive radial loading is present.

Figure 10: 1X-filtered orbit showing a
change to orbit ellipticity – which indicates
a change to bearing radial preload.

Figure 11 shows a waterfall plot

increased from its value prior to

of “full-spectrum” data that was

the compressor major inspection is

collected over a period of about 3

simplified using rotor dynamic cal-

months (from November 19th to

culations normalized by SmartSignal

February 12th). The “full” spectrum

software. Once the condition is

means that vibration components are

detected by the SmartSignal software,

measured in both the forward and

it is then easier for the System 1 ana-

reverse precession directions. This

lyst to determine the severity of the

observed rotor shaft vibration was

issue by focusing specifically on the

normal, so the decision was made

data that has changed. The analyst’s

on an oil platform gas compressor,

Conclusion
This test applied the SmartSignal
apparent cause engine, modified
by supplemental vibration signals
from System 1, to an oil platform
gas compressor. The test successfully provided early detection and
diagnosis of High Bearing Preload
and possible misalignment between
a gas turbine and the compressor.
This test demonstrated that

we expect similarly positive results
of collaborating to monitor other
assets that will use the same model
design components. These assets
include pumps and motors, with
additional design components
being developed to accommodate
tilt-pad bearings, rolling element
bearings and gearboxes. Watch for
these additional use cases – and
more – in upcoming articles.

to monitor the shaft bearings for
degradation and to add an inspection
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how modeling phase was solved
in proficy smartsignal software

0º
30º

330º

300º

60º

When using proximity

Without “unwrapping” the phase

With the unwrapped phase

measurement across the 0–360

algorithm, when phase is near 0

probes to measure

degree boundary, discontinuities

or 360 degrees, we are assured

shaft vibration relative

take place that can cause statistical

of stable model behavior.

to its journal bearings,

unstable. GE’s Intelligent Platforms

an understanding of

and Bently Nevada teams worked

the orbit is necessary

handle the boundary areas and give

in order to analyze the

continuous values for the static phase

machine behavior. One

model the rotor phase behavior, even

of the most challenging

close to the 0-360 degree boundary.

areas of modeling rotor

In Figure 12, without phase unwrap,

behavior is the modeling

the model would have seen a step-

of phase near the 0 (or 360

during operation to ~ 355 degrees.

degree) reference point.

modeling engines to become

together to develop algorithms to

data – giving us the unique ability to

change in phase from ~ 5 degrees

The “unwrapped” phase, as shown

This is because a very

in Figure 14, is used in the orbit

small change in actual

analysis and for compensated vector

phase angle – from 359

software is able to discern between

degrees to 1 degree, for

states in which a parameter existed

example – represents a

is, when all other parameters

huge numerical change.

calculations. During modeling, the

in multiple states of behavior – that
were within normal range and one
parameter shifted significantly
beyond its modeled behavior.
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90º

270º

Figures 14 through 16 show how the
phase unwrap function eliminates
the discontinuity between the stored
phase from System 1, shifts the phase

120º

240º

within a range that will not affect
modeling, and returns a phase that
can make engineering sense to an
analyst. In Figure 15, the top chart

210º

150º
180º

is the phase from System 1 to the
historian, and the bottom chart is the
modeled phase unwrap. The purple

Figure 12: This polar plot shows that a very small actual change
in vibration vector – from 355 to 5 degrees, for instance – results in
a very large numerical step change (350 degrees).

line is a projection of the direction of
the unwrap for visualization. Figure 16
is the numerical value of phase in the
red brackets (actual and unwrapped)
of Figure 15, and Figure 17 is the
value of phase in the green brackets
(actual and unwrapped) of Figure 15.
When using predictive diagnostics
to give early warning for a change in
rotor behavior, it is necessary to have
an understanding of the orbit of the
rotor shaft centerline in the bearing.

Figure 13: This chart shows a change of vibration vector across
the 0-360 degree boundary. Although the vector actually moved
by only 10 degrees, the numerical step change is 350 degrees.

Figure 14: This example shows a vibration vector shifting from
slightly above the zero degree reference to slightly below zero
degrees. “Unwrapping” allows us to see the small actual change
without interpreting it as an artificially large step change.
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invitation to advanced machinery
dynamics (amd) course

Again, GE’s Bently Nevada team supplied the background
for developing the calculations using the static values
coming from a 3500 system or System 1 software.
For example, the polar plot of System 1 data in Figure
18 shows a bearing 1X vector “hunting” across the
0-360 degree boundary (the zero degree reference
for this plot is 45 degrees right of vertical). For high

Figure 15: Phase unwrap. The top chart shows normal phase
angle data received from a 3500 monitor or System 1 software,
with its apparent discontinuity. The bottom chart shows the
actual slow continuous shift in phase.

Register
today!

radial preload detection, the ellipticity ratio of the
1X-filtered orbit was modeled and used in the
predictive-diagnostic advisory. Since SmartSignal

8–12 October 2012 | Florence, Italy | GE Learning Center
For registration and logistics details please contact
Marta Petruzzelli at marta.petruzzelli@ge.com or call +39 0396561420
EUR 3,500.00 (including one joint dinner)

software uses an empirical modeling method, there is a
statistical understanding of the behavior of the historic
orbit. After an outage, or after an upset of the rotor, or
due to normal drift of a bearing support system, the
detection of a change in phase is very robust. That is,
there is a high confidence that this is a new behavior

Figure 16: Phase unwrap algorithm returns actual value in the
first quadrant (0 to 90 degrees).

that will need to be analyzed in more detail.
Copyright © 2012 GE Intelligent Platforms, Inc. All rights reserved.
**Trademark of GE Intelligent Platforms, Inc. SmartSignal and
SmartSignal Shield are trademarks of SmartSignal Corporation,
a wholly owned subsidiary of GE Intelligent Platforms, Inc. All
other brands or names are property of their respective holders.
*denotes a trademark of Bently Nevada, Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary of General Electric Company.
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Figure 17: Phase unwrap algorithm returns actual value in the
direction of the vector (353.00° is the same as -6.01°).

GE Measurement & Control invites you to extend your knowledge
of machinery diagnostic techniques and rotor dynamics as
it applies to rotating machinery in a 5-day course, October
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to overwhelming demand, we are offering a second session
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revitalizing
a successful
skills
development
project
Mohammed Al Nabhani
Head of Condition Monitoring Team
Petroleum Development Oman LLC
Sultanate of Oman

Historical Partnership
In 2003, GE’s Bently Nevada
team was entrusted by the
management of Petroleum
Development Oman (PDO) to
develop and conduct a one-year
training program for its evolving
condition monitoring team. At
the time, the team was young,
with insufficient experience to
handle a task that was very
critical to PDO. Their task was
to monitor and manage the
health of over 100 different
types of rotating machinery
(approximately 1000 machines
in total) across all PDO sites.
(Reference 1).

»

Sunset at Muscat, near PDO headquarters
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Investment & Success
Not only did PDO have a significant financial investment in the
“Skills Development Initiative,” but the management team was
also seriously involved in running the program and tracking its
progress. The initiative included a methodical plan to develop the
skills of the PDO condition monitoring team through a series of
mixed classroom and hands-on field assignments which were
conducted by qualified and very experienced instructors. It was
much more than an ordinary training program. The program
was a great success – enabling PDO to transition smoothly
to a 100% Omani workforce – while also delivering well over
one million US dollars in financial benefits to the business in
less than one year from the completion of the program.

Update

The Bently Nevada team and PDO

In 2010, the need for implementing

staff worked together to develop

a similar program was identified

and optimize the training program

as a top priority for the condition

to meet these goals using state-of-

monitoring team. Sixteen new

the-art equipment and software.

members had recently joined the

The combined team defined the

team while several graduates of

learning objectives and evaluation

the previous training program had

criteria. GE assigned a program

left to pursue other career paths

manager to supervise the program

within PDO and other sister Omani

and to select the most experienced

companies (these employees

instructors to conduct both classroom

are in high demand due to their

courses and field assignments.

knowledge and experience!).
PDO contacted GE to duplicate their
earlier training success, but with even
more challenging objectives this time.
The program needed to achieve the
same knowledge and skills goals
as before – only within less than 6
months – which is only half of the time
that was spent on the first program.

It was important for us
to identify and retain the
right talent, providing them
with the training they
needed to keep them ‘up
front’ for assuming key
challenges and leadership
roles in the future.

Group Photo on the Graduation Ceremony Day Courtesy PDO

The renewed program commenced in

The program progressed smoothly

Summary

References

May, 2011, starting with the basics of

thanks to the support of the PDO

PDO perceives this program as an

1. Orbit Vol. 25 No. 1, 2005,

vibration measurement & condition

management team led by Mr.

investment in building local expertise.

Al Harrasy, Saad. Payback Profile:

monitoring and progressing into more

Mohamed Al Nabhani and the team

The improved levels of knowledge

Training Pays Big Dividends For

advanced topics and technology in

leaders of the condition monitoring

and skills will allow their condition

Petroleum Development Oman.

a systematic way. In order to provide

teams of the north and south regions.

monitoring team to reliably manage

the best learning atmosphere, the

By December 2011, the trainees

machinery with effective and timely

team was split into two groups of

had completed all of the classroom

diagnostics leading to savings

eight trainees each and additional

classes and field assignments

from reducing unplanned outages,

lab stations were supplied.

and participated in a graduation

reduced downtime & contributions

ceremony attended by leadership

in reducing maintenance costs.

Copyright © 2012 General Electric
Company. All rights reserved.

members of both PDO and GE.
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ADRE* tips

ADRE* Tips

how to use your replay card

»

Sampling Data

play back the whole 2 hour startup,

From the trend plot I can select the

The first thing that you need to do

but just the 10 minutes that captured

range of interest by drawing a “rubber

when using the Replay option of the

rotor rub conditions…

band box” around the data. To do this,
position the mouse at the starting

ADRE 408 is make sure that you record

John W. Kingham

data to play back! This is pretty easy

If you annotated the data capture

point first, then hit the Control key,

to do. When you are in the wave-

process as was detailed in my earlier

Ctrl, and left click your mouse. While

form configuration tab, click on Raw

tip “Using Event Range for Plot Ses-

holding both the ctrl key and left click

Continuous box for all of the channels

sions” (Reference 1), this should be

move your mouse to the area where

that you are interested in (Figure 1).

pretty easy. Chances are it is going to

you want the data to stop. As you are

be easy anyway…

doing this, you will see a box form
around the data. When you let go, the

The only tricky part is that you also

Field Application Engineer

need to make sure that you have this

First, select a Bode, Polar, or Trend plot

john.kingham@ge.com

selected for your Keyphasor* channels

of the data that you are interested in.

so make sure that you can see all of

as well. If you don’t, you won’t have

My recommendation would be either

the data that you want before you let

I was having a conversation with one of my
customers recently regarding The Replay
card, and what purpose it serves.

any 1X or 2X filtered data, and it may

the Bode or Trend plot, but it is also

go. If you mess up, no problem, just hit

not work at all.

theoretically possible to make your

the escape key, esc. I wish that I could

replay database using a Polar plot.

demonstrate it here, but with screen

Once you have recorded your data,

Figure 2 shows a Bode Plot of a startup

captures, it just won’t let me.

you’ll want to figure out what section

and a shutdown. I’d be hard pressed

As many of you know, the Replay card

refreshing with the latest data. Sxp

of data it is that you want to play back

to just get the startup, so I am going to

option in the 408 allows you to turn

refreshes static data 10 times per

– after all, you probably don’t want to

use the trend plot (Figure 3), instead.

your 408 into a “Digital Tape Recorder.”

second, whether you are taking data at

Personally, I think that one of the most

that rate or not. Therefore, if something

important reasons to use the Replay

happens at your last sample time plus

card is to allow you to go back and

0.1 seconds, you will see it on your

sample events that occurred when

screen, but not in your database (unless

you weren’t expecting them to. In this

you had the delta time down at 0.1

sense, it is kind of like an insurance

seconds or below – the 408 will sample

policy that you get the data that you

up to 50 times/second). So how do you

wanted to.

get that data back? Using the Replay

data will zoom to the size of this box,

Figure 2: Bode plot example showing machine startup and shutdown data.

feature – that’s how!
Another great purpose is forgiveness.
If you set up your waveforms or delta

Since I brought up Static Data update

time/speed incorrectly, you can resam-

rates, I should point out that the

ple, and all will be forgiven. Along these

waveform data updates every time it

same lines, if you want to zoom in on a

is sampled, just like it did in ADRE for

particular section of data and sample it

Windows® software. You can get

with greater frequency you can.

Spectral data to update as quickly

Figure 1: Selecting the “Raw
Continuous” option.

as a dedicated Spectrum Analyzer
One of the interesting features about

by putting it into Free Run mode,

the Sxp software is that while you are

but that, my friends, is a topic for

watching a startup, shutdown or even

another article.

steady state, the screen is constantly
 O R B I T Vo l.32 • N o.3 • J ul . 2012

Figure 3: Trend plot before selecting the data range of interest. In this example, 3.5
minutes of data is shown.
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Figure 4 shows the trend plot after I

Personally, I think that one of the most important

have selected just the startup data.
Note: Since I annotated the startup

reasons to use the Replay card is to allow you to

data, I could also have gone in to
the plot group configuration, and

go back and sample events that occurred when you

selected event range. However, I
didn’t do it that way this time.

weren’t expecting them to. In this sense,

From this plot, click the circled

it is like an insurance policy that you
get the data that you wanted to.

“create replay database” icon in
the lower right toolbar. The “Create
New Replay Database” dialog
opens, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 6 shows that I now have two
databases in my hierarchy. One

Figure 4: Trend plot after narrowing the data range to include only the machine startup.
In this example, 76 seconds worth of data is shown.

is the original database (circled in
blue), and one includes the “replay”
filename extension (circled in red).

Original
Database

Just for information, Figure 7 shows

New
"Replay"
Database

the collection group settings from
my original database. You can see

you will see quite an improvement
in the data quality – even though

spectral parameters or nX settings, as
well. Although not shown here, these

channel configuration dialog screen.

This should explain why the Bode

of 10 and delta time of 1 sec, and

instance, you could adjust the

Waveform and Variables tabs in the

250 and a delta time of 10 seconds.

resample, we will use a delta rpm

parameters if you needed to. For

other parameters are located in the

that I had set it up for a delta rpm of

plot looks so “grainy.” When we

Note: You could also change other

Figure 5: You can create a new name
for the replay database, or accept the
default name, which just adds the filename
extension “replay” to the original database
name. Click OK to save the replay database
name.

After making all of the changes
Figure 6: Original database, and new
replay database are shown.

that you want to make to the
configuration, make sure it is

Figure 8: These new settings will be applied while resampling the recorded raw data.

selected as the active database
by right clicking on the name and

it isn’t “live” like the original data!

selecting Active Database from
the shortcut menu (Figure 9).

When we resample, we will use
a delta rpm of 10 and delta time

Next, save the database (Figure 10).

of 1 sec (Figure 8). You will see
quite an improvement in the
displayed data quality – even
though it isn’t being collected
“live” like the original data was!

Figure 9: Selecting the Active Database
command.

Figure 10: Click the Save icon to save
the database.

Figure 7: Original collection group settings.
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connecting scout to continuous
monitoring systems
Over the years, Applications Notes have been some of the most popular technical
publications for the Bently Nevada* product line. We are in an ongoing process of
updating some classic favorites, and are writing new ones, too. This mini-article is
a brief summary of a new SCOUT Applications Note (Reference 1). -Editor

Figure 11: Click the 408 Control Panel
icon to open the control panel.

T

he most effective installations of continuous
monitoring instruments – such as the 3500 series
machinery protection system – include integration
with the System 1* Condition Monitoring (CM)
& Diagnostics platform. However, monitoring
systems are sometimes used in a “stand-alone” installation
that does not include communication with CM software.

Figure 12: Control Panel Example.

Figure 13: Resampled Bode plot shows improved detail due to the changes that we made to the sampling settings.

These include older monitors such as

This Applications Note provides

the 3300 system and even pre-digital

guidance on how to incorporate

monitors such as the 7200 system.

the collection of vibration data from

Some of these older instruments are

an online monitoring system with a

still in service providing continuous

condition monitoring program enabled

protection for their monitored assets,

by SCOUT portable devices and

but they do not store data for use in

Ascent* software. To read or download

condition monitoring and diagnostic

the full Applications Note, click the

evaluations.

Download tab at our SCOUT web page:
http://www.ge-mcs.com/en/bently-

Now click the 408 Control

like you would when sampling live. All

Panel icon (Figure 11).

of the plots that were set up for the
original database have also followed

The ADRE 408 DSPi Control Panel

over into the new database as well, so

opens, as shown in Figure 12.

you won’t have to reconfigure them.
My resampled Bode plot is shown in

Note that this control panel has a

Figure 13. It looks a lot better than

progress bar that isn’t visible when

the original version, doesn’t it?

you are taking data normally. Now,
all we need to do is enter the Store
Enable mode. If you want, you can

See you the next time the
Keyphasor* channel fires!

Reference
1. Orbit Vol. 31 No. 2, 2011.
Kingham, John. “Using Event
Range for Plot Sessions.”
*denotes a trademark of Bently Nevada,
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
General Electric Company.
Copyright © 2012 General Electric
Company. All rights reserved.

One way to increase the contribution

nevada-portable-and-diagnostic/

of a stand-alone monitor system is

data-collection/scout100.html

to collect periodic samples from the
buffered signal outputs as part of a

Guidelines

“walk-around” condition monitoring

This Applications Note includes

program. Historical data from the

some specific step-by-step

monitor system is then available for

procedures for collecting data from

long-term trending and diagnostics.

a continuous monitoring system
using a SCOUT portable analyzer.
The sections of the document are
summarized on the following page.

watch your data being sampled just
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Step 1: Understanding
the System
This section includes a few
important questions that need
to be answered regarding the
application of the monitor system:
• Is the monitoring system
configured to trip the machine?
• If so what conditions
will cause a trip?
• What application is the monitor
configured for? (Radial Vibration,
Axial Thrust Position, etc.)
• How is the monitor configured?

establishing data collection and signal

could be calculated. As shown in

processing settings in the SCOUT

Table 1, the readings compare

instrumentation and Ascent software

favorably for both rms and pk values.

to closely match the settings in the

Remember that the true peak-to-

monitor system. The 3500 system is

peak reading from SCOUT must be

used as an example for illustration.

divided by two for a comparison
to the 3500 Direct reading.

Step 4: Alarm Considerations
Appropriate alarms are in important

References

part of an effective CM program

1.	Bently Nevada Asset Condition

because they provide the trigger that

Monitoring Applications

prompts more detailed investigation

Note, “Connecting SCOUT to

of a potential problem. Time is a

Continuous Monitoring Systems.”

precious commodity for rotating

Part Number 323989.

equipment engineers, who are
commonly in charge of hundreds

2.	

Orbit Vol.25 No.2,

(Variables, Filter Settings,

of assets. It is therefore essential

2005. Sabin, Steve,

Alarm Setpoints etc.)

that their focus be directed to the

“Understanding

assets experiencing problems that

Discrepancies in

have the potential to negatively

Vibration Amplitude

Step 2: Understanding
Measurement Choices
This section summarizes the
measurements that are supported
by the SCOUT instrumentation
and Ascent software.

Note: Protection systems serve a different
purpose than data analyzers such as SCOUT
or ADRE*, and discrepancies in readings can
arise due to differences in data collection and
signal processing methods (Reference 2 & 3).

• Average Values: (gap voltage, thrust
position, accelerometer bias, etc.)
• Bode Plots: (vibration amplitude

This section describes how to

and for analyzing rotor and

software, using the various plot

structural resonances)

display formats, including spectrums,

sampling, crest factor, overall
rms, spectral bands, waveform
true peak-to-peak, etc.)

Step 3: Configuring SCOUT
Using Ascent Software
This section makes up the bulk of
the Applications Note. It includes
specific step-by-step procedures for

 O R B IT Vo l.32 • N o.3 • J ul . 2012

http://www.ge-mcs.com/download/
orbit-archives/2001-2005/2q05_
Figure 1: Comparing SCOUT
data (in waveform plot) with
3500 data (in bargraphs).

understandingdiscrepancy

Step 5: Viewing Data
display collected data in Ascent

(asynchronous & synchronous

Different Instruments, Part 1 of 2.”

readings.pdf

and phase, useful for balancing,

• Waveform & Spectral Data:

Readings Between

affect the business operation.

trends, time waveforms and orbits.
Figure 1 shows a comparison
between the Direct readings for an
acceleration measurement from a
3500 monitor and a buffered output
reading collected by SCOUT from
the monitor. For comparison, the
same accelerometer signal was fed
into two monitor channels so that
the rms and pk acceleration values

3. 

Orbit Vol.26 No.1,
2006. Chitwood,
Randy; Hamad,
Akram; Qureshi,
Munir; Sabin, Steve,
“Understanding

Discrepancies in Vibration
Amplitude Readings Between
Different Instruments, Part 2 of 2.”
http://www.ge-mcs.com/download/
orbit-archives/readings_differ.pdf
*Denotes a trademark of Bently Nevada,
Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of
General Electric Company

g rms

g pk

3500

0.29

0.93

SCOUT

0.28

0.89

% Diff

3.4

4.3

Table 1: Note: Divide 1.78 g peak-to-peak by 2 to find 0.89 g peak.

© 2012 General Electric Company.
All rights reserved.
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condition monitoring of lime
kiln support roll bearings
Jussi Manninen

The Pulp Mill: Designed by world-famous architect, Alvar Aalto, and built in 1938,
the Sunila pulp mill is situated at the mouth of the Kymi River in Kotka, Finland. Using
high-quality softwood as raw material, it produces bleached sulfate softwood kraft pulp
(“reinforcement” pulp) for use in wood-containing mechanical printing papers. This article
describes how the Sunila pulp mill is managing the monitoring of one problematic support
roll section on a lime kiln and the results that have been achieved.

Maintenance Foreman, Empower, Sunila
jussi.manninen@empower.fi
Petri Nohynek
Bently Nevada Field Application Engineer
petri.nohynek@ge.com

StoraEnso Sunila Pulp Mill
Photo copyright © 2012 Suomen
Ilmakuva Oy. All rights reserved.
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The Lime Kiln
Lime kilns are used to produce lime
in the manufacturing process of

called “quicklime”) is used to change

and is inclined at a small angle, which

green lye into white lye which is

together with the rotation, makes the

needed in the pulping process.

lime flow downhill to the burning end
of the kiln. The kiln feed end has lime

sulfate cellulose. With help of high
temperatures, the lime kiln changes

Sunila lime kiln 2 is a rotating cylinder

the calcium carbonate CaCO3 to

about 3 m (~10 ft) in diameter and 70

calcium oxide CaO, in a decomposi-

m (~230 ft) long, with insulation bricks

tion process known as calcination.

and mastic on the inner surface. It is

Calcium oxide (which is sometimes

supported by three supporting rings,

feed devices and flue gas removal,
while the burning end has a calcium
oxide ejector and a natural gas burner
that generates the required process
temperature of about 1000 °C.

Figure 1: Close-up view of one of the lime kiln hot end supporting rolls. The accelerometers (shown by red arrows) are mounted
horizontally on the bearing housings and the 1900/65A monitor is mounted inside the protective junction box (shown by red oval).
The caustic environment is quite hostile to electronics, but this monitoring installation has been working normally for 7 years.
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Typically, lime kilns are supported
by journal bearings. However,
Sunila lime kiln 2 uses cylindrical
roller bearings instead. These were
originally grease-lubricated, but this
was soon changed to a circulating oil
lubrication system at the burning end
bearings because of high ambient
temperature. Experience has shown
that the life of these bearings is about
6 years, while journal bearings last
for the whole plant lifetime if they
are properly lubricated and aligned.
In 2004, the lime kiln had a major
failure when the shaft broke on
one of the supporting rolls at the
burning end. The kiln dropped to the
floor causing it to bend. Normally
the kiln is cooled down for about 30
hours before rotation is stopped, but
in this case that was not possible.
The supporting roll was replaced,
the kiln lifted into position, the
rolls and supporting rings were
ground to specification, and the
kiln was returned to operation two
weeks after the failure. Due to the
mechanical damage and the high
cooling rate, there was a residual
bow of about 10 mm in the kiln.

Figure 2: Longer view of
the lime kiln, looking from
the hot end supporting
roll toward the feed end in
the background.
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Online Condition Monitoring
The first installed condition monitoring system was based on the detection of acoustic emissions, which is
a popular monitoring technology for

be very stable, and the effect of
periodic lubrication of the supporting rolls was clearly seen on the
vibration trend plots (Figure 4).

lime kiln applications. The system was

Emergent Symptoms

equipped with its own monitoring

Late in 2010 the number of metallic

interface, and it was also connected

particles increased in the lubrication

to the plant Distributed Control

oil of the supporting roll bearings.

System (DCS). For some reason this

At the same time, the vibration

system gave very large variations on

monitoring system started to show

the readings and neither the plant

random impact events with the

personnel nor the acoustic emission

amplitude being about six times

monitoring system provider was

higher than normal. When a closer

able to set reliable alarm levels.

study of the bearing condition was
performed with a portable data

For this reason it was decided in

collector, there was no clear sign of

2005 that the acoustic system

a bearing fault since the impacting

should be replaced with a Bently

was not occurring at any of the

Nevada* 1900/65A monitoring

identified bearing fault frequencies.

Figure 3: 1900/65A General Purpose Equipment Monitor

Figure 4: Lubrication of the supporting rolls takes place every
7 days, and the effect can be clearly seen on the acceleration
enveloping trends (orange and pink curves).

system (Figure 3) connected to
accelerometers on each of the four

Since the impacting level was signifi-

supporting roll bearings (Figure 3)

cantly higher than earlier (Figures 5
and 7) it was decided to replace the

This system is capable of calculating

supporting roll along with its bearings

several different high frequency

in January 2011. When the bearings

variables from an accelerometer

were removed from the shaft, it was

signal, and after some tests the

discovered that their condition was so

enveloped (demodulated) peak value

bad that no renovation was possible

was selected for this application.

and the bearings had to be scrapped.

This monitoring turned out to

Figure 5: These examples are enveloped waveform plots for supporting roll bearings 3 (left) and 4 (right) from late in 2010. Random
impacts on bearing 3 were more than ten times higher than what the normal level used to be and were much higher than on any
other bearing. Note: One revolution of the supporting roll takes about 12 seconds.
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Unexpected Roll Shaft
Damage

Startup with New
Supporting Roll

Even though it was not possible to

On January 8, 2012, the lime kiln was

reuse the bearings, the supporting

started up with new supporting rolls

roll could still be used as a spare. After

and new bearings. It was immediately

necessary repairs it was scheduled to

observed that vibration values of

be sent to the warehouse to wait for

supporting roll bearing 4 were much

the future use, but this time – as an
exception to the normal routine – an

higher than the others (the black

Figure 6: The ultrasonic test arrangement of the supporting roll shaft

curve in Figure 9), with bearing 3

ultrasonic inspection was performed

levels being elevated, but not as

to the shaft. It turned out that this

high as bearing 4. Vibration for the

was very helpful: Almost in the middle

other roll (bearings 1 & 2) remained

of the connection point between

essentially constant over this time

the roll and the shaft there was a

period. Because the surface quality of

crack that was 7 mm deep and 50

Figure 8: Bearing 3 acceleration enveloping signal following the January, 2011
roll change.

mm wide, as shown in Figure 6.

the supporting rolls was not perfect, it
was initially assumed that the uneven
surface might be the main reason for

If this crack had not been discovered,

the high readings on bearings 3 & 4.

there would have been a high risk
that the shaft could have broken

However, there were still some doubts

during normal operation. The results

about the issue; poor roll surface

of this kind of failure would have

condition would also be expected to

been enormous and very difficult

give higher readings at the vibration

to fix, as was seen during the event

sensors of bearings 1 & 2 on the

in 2004. It is possible that some

other roll, and this did not happen.

of the detected high frequency

Additional measurements were made

impacts originated from this crack.

with a portable data collector, and the
results showed some regular impacts

Note: At a different site, similar
impact-like symptoms were recorded
when firing failed to a portion of the
kiln – causing it to shift due to thermal
contraction. In this case, we knew that
firing was normal, so the impact-like
spikes were not being caused by
unexpected thermal effects.

(Figure 8), but this data was not

Figure 7: This plot shows supporting roll bearing vibration trends before the roll change
(at left end of plot), and after the roll change (at right end of plot). The time interval of this
plot represents a one week period, extending from 05JAN2011 to 12JAN2011).

Based on the available data, it was concluded that

bearings 3 and 4 were faulty
and the production line was shut down for a

analyzed any more deeply at the time.
Figure 9: Averaged trends of all four sensors over the period from 01JAN2011 to
15APR2011. From top down, these plots correspond to measured vibration for support
roll bearings 4, 3, 2 and 1, respectively. The circled region indicates a rapid increase in
vibration for bearing 4.

In March the vibration values of
bearing 4 started to increase almost
exponentially – as shown by the red
oval in Figure 9. Also, the data from
the portable data collector showed
a clear increase of both impact
frequency and amplitude (Figure 10).

bearing change. When the removed bearings were
inspected there were clear symptoms of failure.
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Figure 12: Trend plot showing s sudden step increase in vibration of one of the supporting rolls becoming loose on its shaft

Based on the available data, it was
concluded that bearings 3 and 4
were faulty and the production
line was shut down for a bearing
change. When the removed bearings
were inspected there were clear
symptoms of failure (Figure 11). Also
the bearing manufacturer’s failure
report later stated that bearings
Figure 10: Vibration waveform for Bearing 3 taken at the end of March. Note that the amplitude
level has increased by approximately a factor of 10.

had been overloaded, which is
what had started the failure path.
At the end of March the lime kiln
was put back into operation, but
the vibration values were still too
high (Figure 9). This time a service
engineer from lime kiln manufacturer
was able to come to the site to

Figure 13: Support roll rubbing the bearing housing.

perform an analysis. It was soon
discovered that the alignment of the

been detected. Lime kiln operation

Closer investigation revealed that

failing support roll was not correct,

was restored and the unit has

the supporting roll had become

which resulted in the load on the roll

been working well ever since.

loose on its shaft, and had drifted

being far too high. As the alignment

Figure 11: Symptoms of overloading on the support roll bearing 4 outer race.

was corrected the vibration values
went down accordingly (Figure 9).

Another save from the monitoring

bearing housing (Figure 13). The lime

where it was rubbing against the

system was recorded in February

kiln was taken out of service with a

This result gave the Sunila mill

2012 when the values again started

controlled shutdown, the supporting

maintenance staff the confidence

to peak occasionally, and on February

roll was changed and the unit was

that the alignment had gone wrong

14th there was a clear step increase

put back into operation with vibration

during the initial roll change in

in the vibration level (Figure 12).

levels reduced back to normal.

January, and that the root cause
of the second bearing failure had
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from the middle position to one end,

Further Note

Article reprinted with permission. Copyright
© 2012, Maintworld.com. All rights reserved.
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This case study describes an example
of a gas compressor thrust position
instability problem on a BP offshore
drilling & production facility.

BP Magnus Platform

Peter Griffiths
Production Enhancement
Team Leader
BP North Sea

The problem occurred when the multistage centrifugal
natural gas compressor was operated at significantly
reduced loads. Happily, BP had recently deployed real time
condition monitoring & anomaly detection technologies
in order to improve the reliability of the offshore rotating
equipment. These included GE’s Bently Nevada System 1
and Proficy SmartSignal Shield software, which were
deployed per BP defined practices. The software
installations were combined with a GE Supporting Services
Agreement (SSA) to ensure access to the right skills.

Dave Watson
Reliability and Maintenance
Team Leader
BP North Sea

SmartSignal Shield software had been installed four
months before the events described here, and was
able to flag the compressor instability at a very early
stage. Additionally, System 1 software provided
confirmation of the problem by accommodating
deeper diagnostic analysis. The rotating equipment
team was quickly notified of the problem. Working with
the offshore team, they routed the wells differently to
manage load on the affected compressor. They also
opened the compressor anti-surge valve manually
to increase recycle flow and stabilize the rotor.

Linda Alrabady
GE Oil & Gas Machinery Diagnostic

These prompt actions implemented a short-term solution,

Services (MDS) Lead Engineer

which avoided failure of the compressor and unplanned

Linda.Alrabady@ge.com

shutdowns of the affected system. A future article will
describe Part 2 of this case study, which will address

export compressor instability
detection using system 1* and
proficy** smartsignal software
part 1
 O R B I T Vo l.32 • N o.3 • J ul . 2012

long-term solutions to the root cause of the problem.
Historically, there have been several instability-related
failures to the compressor thrust bearing, and in the
past six months there have been at least 4 trips. This
case history demonstrates how effective use of the
software platform enabled quick sharing of important
information across the region - enhancing plant safety
while at the same time avoiding the lost production
that a compressor failure would have caused.
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Site Overview

Machine Train Description

The BP Magnus platform is a

The compressor described in

combined drilling and production

this case study is one of two

platform in one of the UK’s most

multistage vertically split centrifugal

northerly fields, located in the North

compressors with electric motor

Sea, 160 km northeast of Shetland,

drive via a speed increasing gearbox

Scotland. The oilfield was discovered

(Figure 1). The axial thrust due to the

in 1974. At peak production times,

gas pressure difference is mostly

the platform can produce 156,000

balanced using a balance drum.

bpd oil, 12,000 bpd gas condensate

However, since some residual axial

and 60 mmscfd natural gas.

load may exist during operation, a
tilting-pad double thrust bearing

The platform’s gas processing

is used to avoid the possibility of

plant includes two separate trains

damage to the labyrinth-type shaft

which each have three sections:

seals (Figure 2). Both the LP and

flash gas, gas drying and chilling &

the HP compressor use fluid-film

export compression. Before export

bearings, and vibration is monitored

compression, the gas is first fed to

using XY radial vibration transducers.

a suction drum where liquids are
accumulated and drained. The gas is

Events Sequence

then compressed in the Low-Pressure

The first indication of the problem

first stage (LP Compressor) after

came when the SmartSignal Shield

which it passes through the first stage

software flagged an advisory of

aftercooler to the High-Pressure

a thrust position problem due to

second stage (HP Compressor) and

significant and persistent deviation

the second stage aftercooler.

from the normal condition. It
was clear at the time that there

was a high correlation between
the changing compressor load
and the rotor thrust position.
As part of BP’s existing SSA coverage,
a GE Machinery Diagnostic Engineer
in the UK observed the alarm in
the BP Dyce office, performed
initial evaluation of the situation
and discussed the issue with the
SmartSignal team in Chicago USA,
quickly notifying the customer of the
evolving situation. Further analysis
of the situation was required as the
data from the SmartSignal installation
was sampled every 10 minutes.

Figure 2: This photo shows the self-equalizing
tilting pad double thrust bearing from the HP
Compressor described in this article.

Figure 4: Export Compressor A Motor Load (Current) Trend. The lower than normal
motor load on 04APR12 corresponds to the period of low compressor flow and
instability described in this article.

When the thrust instability occurred,
the System 1 platform had been
online for less than a week, but had
been acquiring data at high sampling
rates. The System 1 data (Figures
3 through 7) clearly indicated that
thrust displacement started to ramp
up along with significantly reduced
load, high pressure ratio, low flow
rate and no significant response from
the antisurge valve on 04APR12.

Figure 3: HP Compressor Thrust Position Trend. The horizontal red line (labelled) indicates the trip setpoint for axial thrust position.
Rotor position closely approached the trip setpoint (at +0.72 mm) during the period of low flow and instability on 04APR12. But after
corrective actions were implemented, the rotor position returned to normal.
Figure 1: This simplified machine train diagram shows Export Compressor Train 1. Not shown here are the suction drum before
the LP Compressor, and the aftercoolers after each compressor’s discharge.
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Figure 5: HP Compressor Pressure Ratio
Trend. The higher than normal pressure
ratio on 04APR12 corresponds to the period
of low compressor flow and instability
described in this article.

The anti-surge control system is
used to prevent the compressor
from surging by recycling gas from
the compressor discharge side to
the suction drum. This provides
the minimum flow rate required
to keep the compressor running
at an adequate margin from the
surge threshold. Several different
parameters are fed to the control
system to allow it to calculate the
required recycle valve position.
These include compressor suction
flow rate and inlet temperature and

Figure 6: HP Compressor Flow Rate
Trend. Following the period of low flow on
04APR12, compressor flow was restored to
normal on 05APR12.

differential pressure between the
compressor suction and discharge
pressures (used to compensate
for varying conditions of suction
pressure and gas molecular weight).
Although both the LP and HP
Compressors were running at reduced
load only the HP compressor suffered
from a condition of instability.
The situation directed suspicions
towards the antisurge control
system on the HP compressor. As
seen in Figure 7, the valve position
showed no significant changes

Figure 7: HP Compressor Antisurge Valve
Opening Position Trend. Observe that
the valve did not respond as anticipated
during the period of the flow instability on
04APR12.

i.e. less than 4% even though the
compressor was in surge mode. To
support this finding, System 1 data
was reviewed in several different
steady-state and transient formats.
Figures 8 through 10 show the
vibration spectrums from thrust

This case

With the machine train speed at

history was

is 207.5 Hz. This 1X peak can be

a great
example of
how the

12,450 rpm, 1X vibration frequency
seen for all three thrust bearings.
However, the HP compressor thrust
bearing vibration also showed a very
dominant frequency peak at 0.22X
(45 Hz), while the LP Compressor
and Gearbox did not. A potential
cause for such subsynchronous
vibration is aerodynamic

condition

excitation (i.e., stall or surge).

monitoring

The waterfall plot for the HP

platform
allowed

Compressor Drive End (DE) bearing
for the duration of 22MARCH2012
to 21APRIL2012 is shown in Figure
11. This plot shows several regions
of instability with two main
subsynchronous components

enhancing

(0.22X & 0.459X). Both of these

the safety

spectrum plot, which indicates that

of the plant
operation,
while at the

components are “forward” in the full
their precession is the same as the
direction of rotation for the machine.
The origin of the 0.459X will be
discussed in Part 2 of this case study,
which we will share as a future
Orbit article. For now, we can say
that this frequency is in the range

same time

of a classic fluid induced instability

avoiding lost

We know that tilting pad bearings

production.

condition such as oil whirl or whip.
typically do not show such behaviour,
so our next candidate would be
the shaft seals on the compressor.

bearing position measurements for

These include both labyrinth type

the HP and LP Compressor and the

gas seals and sleeve type oil seals.

Gearbox High Speed Shaft.
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Figure 8: HP Compressor Thrust Vibration Spectrum. The 45 Hz peak corresponds to a vibration frequency of 0.22X. This is a
classic symptom of stall/surge in turbocompressors.

Figure 10: Gearbox High Speed Shaft Thrust Vibration Spectrum.

Figures 12 through 14 show the
orbit timebase (waveform) plots
and spectrums before, during and
after the period of compressor
instability for vibration measured
at the HP Compressor DE bearing.
These plots show conditions for
compressor load that was normal,
significantly lower than normal,
and normal, respectively. Observe
that the 0.22X component (circled)
appeared when the compressor
was running at significantly reduced
load and then disappeared when
load was restored to normal.

Corrective Actions
After confirming the root cause of

to increase the recycle flow rate
and stabilize the rotor (Figure 3).

the instability (using System 1 and

As levels were approaching the thrust

SmartSignal Shield software) to

position trip level (+ 0.72 mm), timely

be a combination of significantly

intervention saved the platform from

reduced load and a problem with

the consequences of a machine trip

the HP Compressor antisurge control

and a potential thrust bearing failure

system, the rotating equipment

resulting in the avoidance of a $1

team was notified. Working with

million (USD) net cash deferral. As a

the offshore team, they ensured

result of this event, BP demonstrated

that the production wells were

the ability to quickly share important

routed differently to manage the

information across the region to

compressor load and that the anti-

prevent similar future events.

surge valve was manually opened

Figure 9: LP Compressor Thrust Vibration Spectrum. Again, the 207.5 Hz peak corresponds to 1X vibration, and it is obvious
that there is only a very small component at 0.22X.
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Figure 12: Orbit timebase and spectrum plots BEFORE the period of reduced compressor load.

Figure 11: HP Compressor DE Bearing waterfall plot.
Figure 13: Orbit timebase and spectrum plots DURING the period of reduced compressor load. Observe the subsynchronous peak
at 0.22X (circled).

Conclusions
The export gas compressor loading
is dictated by production demand
at any particular time. Ideally, the
compressor should be operated
very close to its Best Efficiency Point
(BEP) whenever possible. However,
it is also very important to avoid
operating the compressor beyond
its surge threshold, which occurs at
a combination of high head and low

flow. When compressor surge occurs,

vibration component and its

the rapidly fluctuating thrust loads

relation to the rotor instability.

can be very destructive, and can
cause major damage to the machine.

Copyright © 2012 General Electric
Company. All rights reserved.

The second part of this case study

*denotes a trademark of Bently Nevada,
Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
General Electric Company.

will address long term solutions
to the instability conditions
described in this article, and will
provide additional detail into the

**Trademark of GE Intelligent Platforms, Inc.
SmartSignal is a trademark of SmartSignal
Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary
of GE Intelligent Platforms, Inc.

observed 0.459X subsynchronous

Figure 14: Orbit timebase and spectrum plots AFTER the period of reduced compressor load. Observe that the subsynchronous peak
at 0.22X is no longer present.
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